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I was born with the smell of emulsifiable oil in my nostrils and the sound of steel being drawn 
ringing in my ears. Still today, though not an engineer myself, I observe with great satisfaction 
the perfectly formed iridescent slivers of steel lying in the bin beneath a worker’s station. To 

watch a skilled worker as he raises a tube to face the light and examines its interior, observing 
its perfect sheen, reminds me of a gesture that I too have repeated for over 60 years.

Inside a tube you can read the future, my father used to say. Flexible splendor and the soul of 
the bicycle, I say. A good tube sings when you cut it, said the first framebuilder I ever visited, 

Picchio of Torino, back in 1969. And it is this alchemy between the engineer and the builder of 
infallible swords according to the cycles of the moon that fascinates me and which 

will continue forever.
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Cinelli has been building steel racing frames since 1949 when 
Cino Cinelli (1) lured Luigi Valsasina (2, 3, 5) away from Bianchi 
Reparto Corse (where he had been busy building, amongst other 
things, Fausto Coppi’s frames). Together with Valsasina, Cino 
would develop the most “philosophical” expression of his vision 
of performance cycling: the Cinelli Supercorsa (7), which has 
remained in production, almost unchanged, for almost 70 years.
    In 1979 Antonio Colombo, owner of the world’s leading bicycle 
tubing manufacturer, Columbus, bought Cinelli from a retiring 
Cino. Results of the synergy now possible between Cinelli and its 
tubing supplier were immediately visible in the development of the 
first Laser frame in 1981. Cinelli Laser frames (4, 6) would go on 
to win more Olympic medals and track World Championships than 
any other frame in history, as well anticipating (and pioneering) 
the oversized sections of 21st century racing bicycles.
To this day, the focus of Cinelli’s steel bike production remains 
its relationship with Columbus, with which it shares a factory and 
offices 10 km outside of Milan.
    In recent years this has meant focusing on developing 
steel frames (such as the new Cinelli flagship, the Nemo TIG) 
specifically for a new generation of rider who (often much to his 
or her surprise) is discovering that a high-end steel racing frame 
manufactured in 2018 is a high performance machine with a very 
specific set of advantages beyond those historically associated with 
the material (i.e. superior technical handling and long-distance 
comfort).
    The steel frames this new generation of riders - often 
ex-professionals born-and-bred in the full carbon era – are 
now discovering weigh far less, are enormously stiffer and far 
more responsive than the steel frames of previous generations. 
More than any new frame manufacturing method, this radical 
improvement in performance has been given by the tubing now 
available to steel framebuilders. Metallurgically speaking the tubes 
used to construct steel frames such as the Cinelli Nemo (10) or XCR 
(11, 13) are radically different to those used for frames of the 80s 

and 90s. 
    This metallurgic (and, subsequently also manufacturing) 
innovation is fruit of the research and experimentation undertaken 
by Columbus, the world’s oldest bicycle tubing manufacturer, over 
the last 15 years. 
    Over last 15 years Columbus has transformed from high volume 
industrial manufacturer of performance bicycle tubing into a small 
laboratory dedicated to individually producing small batches of 
avant-garde steel tubes pushed to the absolute limits of their 
metallurgic possibilities. It was the company’s discovery and 
refinement of new “special steels” with greatly increased ductility 
and Ultimate Tensile Strength in the early 2000s which first paved 
the way for these changes. To put things in perspective: in the past 
even one-off special tubes, such as those Columbus produced for 
Francesco Moser’s hour record in 1984 or other custom-tweaked 
lots for demanding professional riders, were only drawn a 
maximum of 2 times, to arrive at wall thicknesses of 0,5mm.  But 
the special steel alloys (8) developed and worked by Columbus 
today  – combined with the company’s ability to develop more 
complex, almost artisanal, production techniques – allow workers 
to a.) draw each tube to wall thickness as thin as 0,38mm without 
compromising fatigue life, reducing contemporary steel frame 
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weights by as much as 500 g and b.) draw each tube up to 4-5 
times (with a 65% reduction of linear mass without annealing, 
compared to 55% in older steels). The ability to repeatedly draw 
a tube has allowed Columbus to radically alter the micrographic 
structure of the steel, making it far finer and more orientated 
than was ever previously possible. The result is a metallurgically 
flawless, ultralight, extremely stiff tube whose characteristics will 
remain entirely unaltered for generations of riding. 

Seamless triple butted

Made in Italy

Patented stainless steel tubes

XCr

    The most advanced result of this period of innovation has been 
the development of XCR (9), the world’s only bi-phasic martensitic 
seamless stainless steel bicycle tube. A Columbus XCR tube can 
reach wall thickness of 0,35mm and, crucially, is drawn 12-15 
times. This unparalled possibility for repeated drawing cycles 
of the same tube allows Columbus to continuously enhance the 
already extraordinary intrinsic metallurgic qualities of XCR steel, 
resulting in a stiffness-to-weight and UTS/weight ratio superior 
to that of any titanium or aluminum currently in use for bicycle 
manufacturing. 
    It is this technological leap in the manufacturing of steel tubing 
- which all Cinelli employees witness first hand on the Columbus 
factory floor everyday - that inspires Cinelli to build steel frames, 
such as the XCR and Nemo, whose geometries, tube shapes, 
diameters and design details allow the rider the most thrilling and 
unadulterated experience of cutting-edge steel technology.
    All the frames featured in this catalogue are available made-to-
measure, for riders who are looking to experience the advantages 
of a frame made specifically for their anatomy and riding 
characteristics. Each frame is 100% Made in Italy from 100% 
Italian frame components. The joints and lugs on each frame 
have been filed down and welded by the wise hands of highly 
experienced artisans. And it is this synergy of artisanal wisdom and 
high tech that makes each steel frame so unique.
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“Inspired by the incredulous 
feedback of an Italian ex-Pro 

upon trying a prototype oversized 
steel Cinelli frame, every detail 
of the Nemo’s design has been 

tuned to cater to the demands of 
the competitive rider looking to 

benefit from the true performance 
advantages of cutting-edge steel 

technology”
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Cinelli’s flagship Made in Italy steel frame, the Nemo TIG, 
has been designed to exploit the radical technological 
advances made in steel bicycle tubing by Columbus in recent 
years. First inspired by the incredulous feedback received by a 
recently retired Pro upon trying a one-off oversized Columbus 
steel Cinelli frame, every detail of the Nemo’s design has 
been tuned to cater to the demands of the competitive rider 
looking to benefit from the true performance advantages of 
cutting-edge steel technology.
    At the heart of the frame’s contemporary performance and 
weight is a custom drawn Omnicrom Columbus steel tubeset, 
Spirit HSS. These tubes have been individually cold-drawn 
and shaped by Columbus in the factory it shares with Cinelli 
outside of Milan. The tubes have been drawn between 4 
and 5 times to arrive at minimum wall thicknesses of 0,4 
mm which greatly reduces the weight of the frame. The 
multiple cold drawing cycles of the tube (technologically 
impossible with the steel alloys of the 80s and 90s) refine 
the microstructure of the steel (size of crystals and their 
orientation) to augment the mechanical characteristics as 
well as structural stability during welding.
    The diameters of the Nemo’s tubeset (6) represent a 
carefully studied race-tuning: the 44 mm downtube (in ratio 
with 0,6-0,4-0,6 mm wall thicknesses) produces what Cinelli 
believe’s to be the optimum racing performance and feel 
when working with the particular characteristics of Omnicrom 
steel. The conical forms of the top tube and seat tube (both 
31,7-28,66 mm) have been chosen for their combination 
of Spartan lightweight engineering and race stiffness at the 
BB and headtube. The frame’s chainstays are an up-tuned 
classic oval 30 x 16mm shape, drawn to ultralight wall 
thicknesses of 0,8-06 mm (0,9 for Nemo Disc), with a short 
conical tip that entirely envelops the dropout for perfect 
structural continuity and, thus, distribution of stresses.* 
The frame’s seatstays, on the other hand, offer a historical 

the bikes the bikes

reference: drawn with the same subtly aerodynamic shape 
used on the Columbus Air seatstays of the original Cinelli 
Laser in 1981 (5).
    In fact the Nemo (2017 ADI Compasso d’Oro honorable 
mention) combines Cinelli’s desire to offer a pure steel 
racing frame for riders unable to imagine the performance 
characteristics of avant-garde steel technologies, with an 
obsessive attention to design details: from the 60 different 
colour options, to the iconic and minimal paint job, to the 
conical CNC’d head tube (1, 4), to the proprietary die-cast 
socket seatpost lug and winged-C dropouts (2).

*The Nemo Disc chainstays (3) are pre-shaped by Columbus 
during manufacturing to accept the disc brake caliper. 
Columbus is currently the only bicycle tube manufacturer 
in the world to execute this process, which saves the 
framebuilder considerable difficulty and risk.
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What would you say are the biggest changes 
that have been undergone in Columbus’ steel 
manufacturing since you joined the company in 
1979? 
For me personally I would say that biggest change, to put it very 
simply, is that up until the early 2000s I considered myself a 
skilled factory worker, whilst in the last 15 years myself, and the 
others who work here, have almost become artisans.

Why is that?
In the past we worked on high volume, repetitive productions 
of tubes which you could work on with a certain ease of mind, 
without anybody ever asking you to push the tube to its limit. 
Today we are working on about 100 to 150 orders of very small, 
totally personalized and custom batches of tubes at any one time. 
We are now working to satisfy the demands of the very personal 
and particular philosophies of different framebuilders, which 
wasn’t at all possible in the 80s and 90s. And each of these 
productions requires specific individual attentiveness to the tube 
from the beginning of the manufacturing cycle to the end because 
we working at the very limits of what’s possible!

And what has this change been given by?
Obviously the market for steel bikes has changed, but just looking 
at it in terms of my work the change has been made possible by 
metallurgic innovation. By the intrinsically mechanically superior 
qualities of the special steels we are using now - like Omnicrom - 
compared to the ones we used to use. The qualities of the tubing 
we use today allow you to do things which weren’t, up until 
recently, even imaginable. 

INTERVIEW WITH: 
EMILVANO MONTORIO 

HEAD OF PRODUCTION, COLUMBUS

the guy who makes your tubes
Such as?
To give you an example, even in the past, we used to get special 
requests for tubes. It could have been Cipollini coming to us one 
year to complain that his bike wasn’t stiff enough so we had to 
make him some new chainstays, or Moser, whose seat tube and 
top tube for his hour record bike I personally curved... well all 
these tubes, no matter how special they were, would have only 
been drawn once or twice, reducing their wall thickness from 0,9 
mm to 0,5 mm in a single go. Because that’s all you could do 
without reducing the tube’s elongation to a point that would have 
made it dangerously brittle. But today, the special steel which we 
work with the most, Omnicrom, can be drawn 4-5 times to get 
to a wall thickness of 0,35 or 0,4mm as well as increasing the 
fatigue life.
    And I can only do this because of the qualities of the steel itself 
(as well as thanks to the use of an annealing process, which I 
give the tube between drawing cycles to eliminate tension in the 
crystalline structure of the tube and restore its elongation again 
so I can keep drawing it). And you have to be really careful while 
you do all this because you’re working at the absolute limit of the 
tube’s mechanical possibilities and any little mistake means you 
have to throw the tube out, which is expensive considering the high 
cost of the raw material of Omnicrom and XCR.

What about XCR? How is that different to other 
tubes?
When people come here to see how we work I always tell them 
that when I begin working on a batch of XCR tubes its like 
beginning climbing the Mortirolo!

What makes it so difficult?
Because you’re always working at the very limit of the tube’s 
potential. The raw material itself is far harder than any other of 
the steels we work with. So this means you have to apply far more 
pressure when drawing it, which in itself makes the work more 
delicate and risky, as well as taking 3 times as much time to 
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complete each drawing cycle. Also: because XCR is seamless and 
starts from a solid billet, to get it down to the final wall thickness 
(of 0,35-0,4 mm) it has to be drawn between 12-15 times. And 
each time you draw it you can’t distract yourself for a second, 
because with the pressure applied to the tube being so high you 
continuously risking creating too much friction which leads the tube 
to seize up and stick to the surface of the dye or the mandril on the 
inside which would irrevocably scratch the tube, meaning I’d have 
to throw it out because that scratch could lead to the possibility of 
premature fatigue failure.  
                         

the guy who makes your tubes
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“TIG-welded from a custom 
drawn Columbus XCR stainless 
steel tubeset, this frame has 
been designed, very simply, 
to offer riders the purest and 
most direct experience of the 
absolute cutting-edge of steel 

cycling technology”
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The Cinelli XCR frame – TIG-welded from a custom drawn 
Columbus XCR tubeset (2) - has been designed, very simply, to 
offer riders the purest and most direct experience of the absolute 
cutting-edge of steel cycling technology.
Released by Columbus in 2007, the XCR stainless steel tubeset 
represents the most important step forward in performance 
steel bicycle technology of the last 25 years. XCR is the world’s 
first cold drawn seamless stainless steel tubeset. It is made 
from a bi-phasic martensitic stainless alloy whose superior 
mechanical characteristics allow for sub 1,5 kg frame weight 
and extraordinary stiffness/weight and ultimate tensile strength/
weight ratios (superior to both aluminum and titanium). 
Unlike even the most advanced special steels currently used by 
Columbus which can be drawn at most 4 or 5 times (already 
far more than 1980s and 90s steels), each XCR tube is drawn 
between 12-15 times to arrive at its final wall thickness (0,35 
– 0,4 mm).     
    Not only does this delicate and manually intensive process 
reduce the frame’s weight, it allows the tube to arrive at an 
extraordinary (and entirely unequalled anywhere in the industry) 
microstructural fineness and orientation.
Additionally the crystal structure of the XCR’s martensitic steel 
enters into resonance at a higher frequency than any other 
steel used for bicycle tubing, meaning that it is able to absorb 
vibrations more rapidly and uniformly than any other equivalent 
diameter bicycle tube.
    In order to allow the rider the most uncompromised experience 
of this technology, Cinelli’s XCR frame features a no-nonsense 
subtly oversized round tubes (eg. 38,4 mm downtube) with 
oriented ovalization at the bottom bracket, the classic Cinelli 
Italian stage racing geometry, an oversized 44mm headtube, 
proprietary winged-C dropouts (3), fast-back seatstays (1, 5) and 
a CNC’d Titanium headbadge (4) featuring the original 1943 
Cinelli heraldic logo. Additionally, all its tubes are hand-polished 
to a mirror finish, emphasizing the stainless steel construction.
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“Described by Cino Cinelli as 
the most ‘philosophical’ piece 

of equipment he ever designed, 
the Supercorsa is the world’s 

most iconic steel bicycle frame 
and has been in uninterrupted 

production for almost 70 years” 
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The Cinelli Supercorsa is the world’s most iconic steel bicycle frame and 
has been in uninterrupted production for almost 70 years. 
The first Supercorsa was designed by Cino Cinelli, together with his 
framebuilder Luigi Valsasina who arrived at the company (lured from 
his job as chief framebuilder of Bianchi Reparto Corse) in 1949.     
    Cino’s stated goal was “the perfect functional harmony between 
the three main parts of the frame: the fork, the main triangle and the 
rear stays.” This harmony was to be achieved through the balance of 
stiffness, elasticity, aerodynamics and aesthetics, with each component 
of the frame completely redesigned according to the radical criteria of 
Cino, the stubborn perfectionist.
    After 15 years experimenting with and refining what he described 
as the most philosophical piece of equipment produced by his brand, 
Cino and Valsassina arrived at the iconic solutions still so clearly 
recognizable in today’s Supercorsa: the proprietary sloping fork crown 
(1) (designed and as a response to the improved road conditions of 
post-war Europe), the double-bolt fastback seat stays (9), pointed lugs 
and a perfected Italian stage racing geometry.

the bikes
Since then – the mid-1960s – the frame has undergone 
only two significant modifications: a new graphic system for 
the frame designed by Milanese legened Italo Lupi in 1979 
to complement the introduction of his “winged-C” Cinelli 
logo and, in 1984, the introduction of the Cinelli Spoiler 
bottom bracket (3), the only die-cast bicycle frame part to 
ever be granted a patent.
All other modifications to the frame have regarded subtle 
and “under-the-bonnet” technological updates of component 
materials and manufacturing techniques. For example the 
fork crown, maintains “sloped shoulder” profile of Cino’s 
original fork crown but has been given a more streamlined 
and aerodynamic profile (4), whilst the frame’s SL tubeset 
(with original 1960s diameters) (2) is made from the same 
Omnicrom steel alloy as the Nemo and represents the cutting 
edge of Columbus’ metallurgic research. This has allowed 
for the original philosophy and aesthetic of the Supercorsa 
to remain respectfully unchanged without sacrificing a 
contemporary performance feel.

The Supercorsa is also available in its traditional track version 
(following pages 7, 8, 9, 10).
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All Columbus’ Italian tubes are 100% seamless and cold-drawn with patented shaped 
mandrils. This manufacturing method represents a true company philosophy and has done so 

since the brand’s foundation in 1919. 
Whilst Columbus’ competitors use various drawing methods and aggressive tempering heat 

treatments - often applied to welded tubes - to increase mechanical characteristics, Columbus 
tubes owe their mechanical characteristics exclusively to cold plastic deformation (annealing 

processes are only used by Columbus after drawing cycles in order to restore the elongation of 
the material and allow it to continue to be drawn). So whilst Columbus’ rivals sometimes offer 
framebuilders what is on paper a slightly lighter and harder tube, during welding/brazing of 
the frame this tube suffers a drastic decline in mechanical characteristics in the welding zone, 
whilst Columbus’ tube suffers a negligible decline as well as being easier to handle for the 

framebuilder. 
It is for this reason that the world’s most obsessive, meticulous and respected framebuilders, 

from Richard Sachs to Sasha White to Dario Pegoretti and Baum, to name just a few, have 
always preferred to use Columbus tubing. And it is for this reason that a frame built with 

Columbus tubing will last longer and feel “more alive”.

THE COLUMBUS
PROMISE

All Cinelli frames featured in this brochure are 100% Made in Italy 
and available made to measure. We believe that having a frame 
made-to-measure represents the pinnacle of the steel frame riding 
experience.

Made to-measure frames can be ordered in two ways:

a.)  If you are ordering from overseas or are unable to visit Cinelli 
in Milan, we invite you to send an email expressing your interest 
to madetomeasure@cinelli.it. You will then be guided through 
the compilation of Cinelli’s Made-to-Measure module. Upon 
the compilation of the module you will be requested to pay a 
deposit and communicated the expected lead time for the frame’s 
manufacturing.
b.)  If you are ordering locally or nevertheless able to visit the 
Cinelli offices in Caleppio di Settala, Milan, it is possible to book 
an appointment (always at madetomeasure@cinelli.it or calling 
directly). Should you be able to visit Cinelli you will have your 
measurements taken using the Velosystem method as well as 
being given a tour of the Columbus manufacturing facilities where 
you can personally observe the production of the tubes used to 
construct your bicycle.

THE NON PLUS ULTRA: 
MADE-TO-MEASURE STEEL 

CINELLI HQ, MILANO
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#CINELLI
#STEELISREAL

#HAPPYTOMAKEANOTHERRIDERHAPPY
#KEEPONBIKINGINTHEFREEWORLD

#CINELLIFAMILY


